Overview
This document will provide an overview of the UX approach that would be taken in building an
LGBQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Questioning) Youth Support Website and Social Network. It would
function as a first step in the web design process, covering:
1. Research Findings
t What Research Was Done?
t What’s the User Need for a Site?
t How Are These Needs Best Fulfilled?
t Barriers to/Considerations for Meeting the Needs (User Psychographics)
t Guiding Principles for Success
t Competitive Landscape
2. Site Vision
t Site Goal
t Key Features
t Business Model
t Site Sketches and Wireframes
3. Visual Design and Technological Requirements
4. Next Steps/Further Refinement

Research Findings

What Research Was Done?
The research which forms the basis for the statements in this report was derived in three ways:
1. A survey about what users liked in competing sites.
2. Hearing directly from LGBQ youth about their personal experiences.
3. My experience as a gay teen.

What’s the User Need for a Site?
LGBQ youth (11–24) have a wide variety of unique needs. Three particular needs which aren’t being adequately addressed by any one resource (as will be discussed in the Competitive Landscape section) are
described below:
1. Self-discovery and self-acceptance: These are the first steps for LGBQ youth. While seemingly easy,
this takes most people years or leads them to suicide. (LGB youth comprise 5% of the youth population
but account for 30% of its completed suicides.) Along the way to self-acceptance, many experience long
periods of self-denial, depression, or deep self-hatred.
2. Coming out (if wanted): Generally after accepting themselves, many LGB youth want to “come out” so
they can live a more open life and eventually find a partner who will make them happy. Coming out is
a scary process because of the huge risks it entails – particularly losing the support of one’s family.
3. Loneliness and LGB Networking: Since only ~5% of the population is LGB (and only a subset of those
people are out), many LGBQ youth feel very isolated and alone, particularly during the stages of selfdiscovery and acceptance. Those who come out and experience negative reactions also often seek out
other LGBQ people for support. Even those who are out and well-received may want a place online
where they can interact with others in the LGB community and talk about LGB issues, sometimes because they don’t know other LGB people in real life, or simply because it’s fun to participate in.

How Are These Needs Best Fulfilled?
This section will address each of the three needs mentioned above. First, it will examine the barriers to and
considerations for meeting these needs, then it will address the benefits of using a website to do so, and
lastly it will outline specific principles that the website should follow to succeed.

Barriers to/Considerations for Meeting the Needs (User Psychographics)
Barriers to Need #1: Self-Discovery and Self-Acceptance
Some people have always known they’re LGB and accept it easily. Most people however, even if they’ve
always known, don’t accept it easily. Other people don’t even recognize it in themselves for a long time.
The primary barrier to self-discovery is denial. For many youth, although their feelings have lead them to
consider the possibility that they are LGB, they deny the reality because of the harsh consequences that accepting it may bring. A few of those are listed below:
1. For the religious: fear that God, the being they see as omnipotent and omnibenevolent, will hate them.
2. For those who assume that, if they realize they are LGB, they will come out: fear of losing the love of
family and being kicked out of their house; fear of old friends looking at them with disgust. For those
who think they may never come out: fear of having to suppress their feelings and living an unhappy life.
3. Fear of being physical assaulted
4. General fear of discrimination and the fear that being queer will impair their success in life.
5. For those raised in homophobic environments: fear that they are the horrible thing all are referring to.
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Barriers to Need #1: Self-Discovery and Self-Acceptance, Continued
Often, the youth will deny the harsher reality by simply saying that it “can’t be.” Other times, however, there
is one (or more) other conditions which enable further denial. Two that may be relevant are listed below:
1. The person believes that their feelings are a choice and that they can change themselves. (Though every
study, and common sense, has shown this not to be the case, it’s still a seductive proposition because it
allows the youth to reject reality a little longer.) A side-note: this belief is held more often by religious
people who can only reconcile their beliefs that 1) God is perfect and that 2) being gay is evil by assuming that it’s a choice. Upon realizing that it isn’t in fact a choice, these people may commit suicide.
2. Despite the simple straight–gay split often proposed, sexual orientation (as shown most famously by
the Kinsey studies) is, for most, a continuum between the two, not an “either–or” proposition. Even
the “Straight,” “Gay,” “Bisexual” labels over-simplify the situation, and lack of perfect conformity to a
label can lead some youth to postpone a conclusion or reach a different one by process of elimination.
For example: a male with 90% of his attractions to other males and 10% towards females. Although not
entirely gay, this person has enough same-sex attraction that, were he true to himself, he would face
all the same barriers and struggles as someone who was. However, the occasional attraction to females
might allow him to convince himself that he’s straight or cause him to struggle longer with his identity.
Once self-discovery is achieved, one must accept oneself. For many people, this is essentially accomplished
after the self-discovery period – they have no problems with LGB people, they only denied their reality
because they knew others do. Other LGB youth, even though they have no issues with LGB people, can’t
accept themselves (would rather commit suicide) without knowing they’ll be accepted by those that matter to them. These people come out and just see what happens. Lastly, and most difficulty, are those who
have anti-LGB feelings, either because of ignorance or strong religious beliefs. Their path to self-acceptance
generally involves a long struggle to reconcile themselves and their beliefs (religious or otherwise).
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Barriers to/Considerations for Meeting Needs Continued
Barriers to/Considerations for Need #2: Coming Out
Some youths come out before they’re ready: someone found out so the youth may preemptively tell everyone else; the youth may recognize that they’re LGB and come out because they don’t want to do what they
sees as “wasting” more time in the closet, even though they aren’t totally comfortable with themselves; or,
if very stereotypical, the fact that he/she is LGB may simply be assumed for them long before they’re ready
to come out.
However, for most people, coming out is something that they’re in control of and that they think through
thoroughly before approaching. The primary deterrent to coming out is an intense fear of rejection, especially from family or other irreplaceable people in the youth’s life. As such, many youth will live openly for
years around friends before working up the courage to tell family. (Coming out to friends is usually scary
as well, but, for most people, not to the same degree.) The primary reason for coming out is to allow the
youth to live their life openly (i.e. not have to hide a vital part of themselves) around the people they care
most about and, in doing so, hopefully repair relationships which may have become distant during the
youth’s self-acceptance process. Coming out is a powerful form of catharsis.
Primary Considerations When Coming Out:
• How?
• When?
• To Whom?
• And in What Order?
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Barriers to/Considerations for Meeting Needs Continued
Considerations for Need #3: Loneliness and LGB Networking
Prior to the internet, loneliness and isolation were hallmarks of growing up LGB. Unlike most other minority groups, the LGB community isn’t often available to those who need it, in part because there are
relatively few LGB people and, in the towns where LGB youth are struggling most, many of these people
are in the closet. However, lack of support from members in the community extends beyond not having
LGB acquaintances and into family life. An anecdote demonstrates this: If a young boy or girl of a minority group is picked on on the school playground, they will go home and tell their parents, who will likely
be from the same minority group, and will assure them the bully is in the wrong and that they are great
people, and then may call the school. But, when a young LGB kid is picked on on the school playground,
they will go home and not tell a soul. Their upbringing and the prejudices of society have taught them that
being LGB is intolerable and they fear that even their non-LGB parents, who are supposed to love them
unconditionally, won’t understand.
Many LGB youth desperately need someone to tell them that it’s okay — that they’re ok. After they accept
themselves, they need someone who is living openly and successfully to tell them that it is possible to be
LGB and to be happy. And they need to hear from others who may be struggling as well if, for no other
reason, only to feel a sense of connection — something lost deep in hiding, fear, and shame.
With the internet, it’s now possible for LGB youth to find these people and build the necessary connections. Many of these bonds may turn into powerful friendships that continue long after both parties have
accepted themselves. Fostering those friendships is beneficial in counteracting loneliness and is helpful in
accomplishing the other two needs, as will be discussed in the “Guiding Principles for Success” section.
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Why a Website?
Before proceeding to outline solutions to the aforementioned challenges, we need to address a more fundamental question: why build a website? Surely there are equally effective offline solutions?
Well, the first part of the answer is that I’m a web developer, so when I see a problem, I’m inclined towards
a web-based solution that addresses it. Someone with a marketing background might have a very different
approach. And in fact, that’s part of the reason why I’m “crowdsourcing” this brief: to get as many pointsof-view as possible.
However, beyond my personal background, there are some objective benefits to a website that aren’t true
of some other solutions. They are listed below:
1. Coming to terms with one’s sexuality is obviously a very personal journey, so the fact that a website is
accessible from the privacy and comfort of the user’s own home and that they can get there on their
own (as opposed to, say, needing a parent to drive them somewhere) are important features.
2. As you’ll read throughout the rest of this paper, computer-mediated communication can foster a safer,
less intimidating communication environment than other mediums.
3. Since LGBQ youth need to find others in similar circumstances, a website, because it can draw from
people all around the world, provides a good solution.
4. A website is (relatively!) cheap to produce and maintain. Compared to other methods (e.g. sending
speakers into schools), the bang for your buck that a website can provide will hopefully make building
it (after the brief is done) an enticing proposition for an LGBT-focused non-profit organization.
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Guiding Principles for Success
1. Foster Sharing of Ideas and Stories

Because most LGBQ youth don’t have a venue for expression, it’s important to create a community where
they can feel open to share their thoughts. Producing personal content is very important, as it helps both
the creator and the receiver clarify their thoughts and find closure. It also creates an opportunity for feedback and dialogue.

2. Make it as easy as possible to find people in a given situation

A common feeling among LGBQ youth, and one of the downsides mentioned above, is a feeling of “can’t.”
I can’t be LGB and live a happy life. I can’t be LGB and be accepted by my religious parents. I can’t be LGB
and raise a family. The best way to overcome these mental “can’ts” is to see others who have. Any successful site will make it easy to find others who have been in and overcome (or are in) situations relevant to the
user.

3. Build a site which supports users at all self-comfort levels

Until now, we’ve focused on all the users as a single group, defined only by age and sexual orientation;
we’ve addressed their collective needs and attitudes, but haven’t segmented them. This is because there’s
only one key factor which segments them usefully: self-comfort. Users can interact with the site passively
or actively, and self-comfort is the key factor determining their interaction style.
Users less comfortable with themselves will interact passively at first: reading, listening, or watching content of others, but not putting out much content themselves. They themselves are trying to come to grips
with who they are; they’re certainly not ready to engage others about it. But, because they’re less sure of
themselves, the fact that they are LGBQ is a bigger issue in their lives, so, although they’ll only be taking in
content, they’ll be searching for a lot of it.
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Guiding Principles for Success, Continued
3. Build a site which supports users at all self-comfort levels, continued

As their self-comfort increases, users who may have only taken in content in the past will begin to put
out some simple content (text-based messages, perhaps). As the trend continues, they may put out more
personal content, like video. (Creating this content may also offer some cathartic value to the creator.)
However, as self-comfort and the willingness to put out content go up, the fact that the user is LGBQ plays
a less significant role in their lives, so the amount of content the user seeks out goes down. And, after a
certain amount of time, the now-totally-comfortable user may lose interest in contributing content as well.
The trends essentially look like this:
To best support these varying levels of selfcomfort, the site must have a wide range of options for communicating which correspond to
the amount of themselves the person is willing to
expose.
Also, the site has to minimize external factors
that would discourage people from putting themselves out there (like the fear that no one will
watch, or that it’s not worth their time) by offering features for promoting new content creators.
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Guiding Principles for Success, Continued
3. Build a site which supports users at all self-comfort levels, continued

Lastly, people who have used the site and are now very comfortable with themselves present a special use
case. They may have used the site to make good friendships along the way, the scope of which may expand
well beyond LGBQ issues. Maintaining those new friendships is a worthy goal in and of itself and is something that the site should facilitate. However, it’s also important to keep these people involved because they
are the success stories: they’ve gotten to the point where they’re open with themselves and can be open
with others. They act as great role models for those struggling and, if encouraged to continue using the
site, will create content showing that the “can’ts” are actually “cans.” In other words, fostering these friendships through the site kills two birds with one stone. To do so, it’s important that the site not be entirely
focused on LBGQ issues. It should also have some more generic areas and social networking features.
Note: One group still not addressed is those who have high self-comfort but are still in unsupporting
environments. This group functions like the other high self-comfort group (i.e. not searching out much
content), except that they are more inclined to produce content because the lack of acceptance keeps their
LGB status a bigger part of their life.

4. Give the community features that allow users to show disapproval of hateful content

Blocking hateful content entirely is a disservice; representing the world accurately has value. However, options that allow users to express dislike for hate makes them feel empowered and bond as a community.

5. Offer expert resources where appropriate

While the advice of peers is valuable, there are times when knowledge from “experts” and official resources
may be more useful. For example, those struggling with religion and their LGBQ status might want to hear
an interpretation of their holy book(s) which tells them that they’re OK from an authority, not a peer.
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Guiding Principles for Success, Continued
6. Reach the largest audience possible

There are huge sites out there that LGBQ youth already know of and turn to instinctively to find others.
(Youtube is the best example.) Even though these sites may not be best suited for this use, any maximally
effective solution would syndicate content to these other sites (through APIs or other applicable methods)
as much as possible.

7. Encourage collaboration, not competition, between content creators

As mentioned in Principles 1, 3, and 4, the site should create a supportive, friendly environment which
facilitates maximum content creation. Not adding features that would turn the site into a competition goes
along with these ideas.

Competitive Landscape
There are three types of competitors to this hypothetical website
1. LGBQ Youth Support Forums and Email Lists

These serve a value in that they are specifically targeted at the LGBQ community and primarily text-based,
therefore having a low-barrier to expression. Their downsides: their text-based nature makes the connections less personal, the number of participants is generally small, nothing encourages those who are comfortable with themselves to stay, and finding people you can relate to is harder.

2. Social Networking Sites

Because they aren’t targeted at LGB youth specifically and because they encourage users to share a lot of
information right off the bat, social networks aren’t really viable competitors. However, they do have various features worth borrowing: a myriad of communication options (messages to individual users, comments, public text-based notes, IM, pictures, video); limited ability to “Like” or “Dislike” posts of others;
and search features for finding similar people (e.g. by interest, age, or location).

3. Video Sharing Sites

Video sharing sites are very strong competitors. They have more communication options then LGBQ
forums or email lists, but are also more conducive to anonymous, niche communities than social networks
are. Most importantly, they focus on video, which is the closest one can get to knowing someone else
online – all the text in the world can’t convince a user that they aren’t communicating with a pedophile,
but video can, and it allows them to get comfortable with the person in the video before reaching out. For
making new, online-only friends, the reliance on video makes these sites as effective (if not superior) to
social networking sites, because social networking sites focus on maintaining, not starting, relationships.
The weaknesses of video sharing sites, however, are that: 1) they weren’t designed for groups – each video
creator is seen as an individual and forming things like collaboration channels (i.e. a channel with multiple
members who alternate making videos), which function as a great way to keep those comfortable with
themselves involved and also as a way to demonstrate positive, open interaction to those who aren’t, was
never planned for; 2) they don’t offer a wide enough array of communication options; and, perhaps most
importantly, 3) they don’t offer any ways, other than a very generic text search for finding videos of interest, and have no tools for finding people of interest.
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Below are quotes from real users about what they like from a competing site, Youtube. These are things a
successful new site must capture as well.
“I also like the connection gay people can get on YouTube. I think it is a life line for many young, isolated,
rural gay people. They can feel connected to the community by watching gay You Tubers. :-D”
“Watching a video on youtube makes you feel less alone somehow.”

Site Vision

Site Goal
To help LGBQ youth fulfill the three needs outlined above: 1) discovering and accepting their sexuality, 2)
coming out (if they want), and 3) ending feelings of isolation through interaction with others in the LGB
community. To meet this goal, the site must follow the Principles for Success outlined above, which can be
adequately summarized as: LGBQ + Youtube + Facebook + Expert Advice = Success.

Key Features
In alignment with the Principles for Success outlined above, some key features are listed below which are
important in maximizing the site’s potential.

Methods of Communication:

Note: all of the following communications can be done privately (i.e. to one or more specific users) or publicly and all of these communication options should support threading. A different communication method can be used to respond then was used to ask (e.g. a video can be made in response to a text comment).
•
•
•
•
•

Asynchronous Text-based messages/Comments
IM
Recorded Videos
Live Videos with Co-Host and Chatting Options
Phone Number feature: This feature assigns every member of the site a phone number, which they can
optionally publish on their profile. When this number is called, it rings their real phone number. This
allows for direct phone communication without the need to provide personal information. If a user’s
public phone number is abused, they can disconnect it or get a new number to share with a more selective group.
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Community Features:
• Built in support for forming groups and collab channels.
• The ability to subscribe to another person’s content or friend that person. (But, to not foster competition, subscriber and friend counts remain hidden.)

Content Organization
• Customizable profiles which allow the user to make as much, or as little, information about themselves
public. In addition to the general questions, profiles will ask a lot of questions about LGBQ status and
then allow users to search for people based on those criteria.
• The easy ability to mark who is in a video (by username), so that if the video has people in it other than
it’s uploader, the characteristics of the other people will also be considered when users do a search on
the site for people they can relate to.
• Ability to tag videos and place them in categories on the site, again for easy searching.

Other Notable Features:
• A dedicated Resources section with information from experts.

Aside: Handling Subscriber Counts
THIS SECTION IS NO WHERE NEAR BEING DONE. THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME (SOMEWHATINTELLIGIBLE) NOTES. Ego of creators, show new people what the ceiling/norm of viewers is, proxy for
person’s video quality (but a channel rating would work (maybe, if we don’t just get all fives and ones) as
well), creates competition (bad, but some positives).

Handling Subscriber Counts,
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At very least, option to hide subscriber counts is a must, as per austenwack: “I want the people who watch
me to want to be watching me not just because I’m popular. I also feel like it gives a little bit of mystery
to my channel which is fun. If someone takes the risk to actually watch one of my videos they’ll see how
many comments are there and draw their own conclusion as to how many subscribers I have. Also, I think
it’s important to make each subscriber more than just a number to me.”

Business Model (Expand)
This site would be supported by grants (there are foundations that give grants specifically to support LGBT
organizations) combined with highly targeted ads. Ads wouldn’t focus too much on LGBQ stuff (because
the user may still be embracing themselves and ads can be overwhelming), but would be more subtle, yet
hyper-targeted. e.g. local LGBQ-friendly businesses.

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Homepage (When Signed In):
Goal:
• Show the user things they may be interested in to encourage participation; the more customized the
better. Promoting content based on what their friends are doing and what they’ve done before is good.
Considered content blocks:
• Featured Content – meant to highlight new, possibly-relevant content creators. NOT most popular.
• Suggested Content (based on what your friends are
watching?)
• Unwatched content from those you subscribe to
• A big search panel
• Quick overview of account activity (received messages, videos, comments, etc)
• link to edit profile
• upcoming live shows for those you subscribe to.
• IM bar, other method to see who’s online.
• Misc Links (About, Privacy & Community Policies,
Help Center, Site Map)
• logo & navigation bar of categories.
• Tools for adding content; resources for content creators
• Controversial comments panel with messages that
can be “thumbed” up or down.
• Links to suggested resources.
• Advertisements

Final content blocks, ordered by importance:
• Unwatched content from those you
subscribe to
• A big search panel
• Quick overview of account activity (received messages, videos, comments, etc)
• Link to edit profile
• Upcoming live shows for those you
subscribe to.
• Advertisement
• Featured Content
• Logo & navigation bar of categories.
• IM bar, with names on bottom of top
friends of yours who are online.
• Content Tools (may be higher in hierarchy as per “Dynamic Aspects” below)
• Tools for adding content
• Resources for content creators
• Links to suggested resources.
• Misc Links (About, Privacy & Community Policies, Help Center, Site Map)

Dynamic Aspects
• Homepage panels could be reorderable
• Some panels could start collapsed by default based on the user’s history as a content receiver or content creator.

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Homepage (When Signed In):
Sketch #1:
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Homepage (When Signed In):
Sketch #2:

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Homepage (When Signed In):
Sketch #3:

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Homepage (When Signed In):
Wireframe:

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Customizing Your Profile Page (When Logged In):
Goal:
• Allow users to effectively highlight their content, show what they’re like, and who they know. Users
should only focus on grouping their content into categories, people viewing the profiles will then have
the option to narrow by media with search.
Final List of Panels that user can show (or not) on profile:
• User Info (Typical Q&A/About Me Questions +
LGBQ ones)
• Each of these pieces of info should have a last
updated date.
• Navigation and Content filtering panel. This is
always in place and allows users visiting the profile
page to do various sorting options (e.g. by theme,
date, media, and text search.)
• Friends
• Subscriptions (i.e. who the person subscribes to)
and maybe Subscribers too (see page 16)
• A featured piece of content of the user’s choosing.
• Chunks of content, each one containing content on
a specific theme), created by the profile’s owner.
• Profile Owner’s “Favorited” content.
• Profile Owner’s recent activity
• Live show schedule (if applicable)
• Standard header/footer stuff (same as homepage).
• Advertisements

Customization Options

• Show/Hide or Reorder the panels.
• Add or remove information.

The Customization UI

• Your Content (in a bar accross top, can
drag into the profile below)
• Bar which holds panels hidden by the
user. Allows each panel to be dragged
back down onto the profile page,
• Profile page itself, which can be interacted with directly.

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Customizing Your Profile Page (When Logged In):
Sketch #1:
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Customizing Your Profile Page (When Logged In):
Sketch #2:

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Customizing Your Profile Page (When Logged In):
Wireframe:

Site Sketches and Wireframes
Additional Sketches

Visual Design & Technological
Requirements
Visual Design

The visual design must, in no way, play off of or imply typical gender roles. Colors like pink and pale blue
should definitely be avoided. A more neutral, versatile design that will hold up with a wider range of content is preferable. Given the intense content-based focus of the site and the need to successfully integrate a
large number of content types, visual design should give way to usability in every circumstance. Although
test subjects may be hard to find, usability should guide the project as much as possible, even if general
principles must be relied on over tests specific to this project. Advertising will use the official IAB sizes.

Technology

The site would be powered by a custom CMS with an HTML/CSS frontend. HTML/CSS are used by all
the competitors and have demonstrated the ability to support all of the necessary features (especially with
HTML5 video improvements), while being the most accessible (i.e. available on the widest variety of platforms and able to interoperate with accessibility software for disabled users.)

Next Steps/Further Refinement
1. Determine the final information architecture
2. Further flesh out the various communication tools, their guidelines & permissions systems.
3. Create wireframes for the other page types.
4. Many of the existing wireframes were designed quickly and need to be improved (or at least:
improvements need to be considered). Lessons learned from Youtube’s ‘Video Page’ redesign
(reviewed in depth here) should also be considered.
5. Investigate technological feasibility of a feature that would allow user to easily clear all traces
that they’d been visiting the site.
6. Create a section explicitly stating the Success Criteria, which can presumably be derived directly from the Guiding Principles for Success.
7. Further investigate unique needs of transgendered youth and see if site is easily expandable
to help this group as well.

